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ALL THE ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
MUST BE INSTALLED BY THE
PROFESSIONAL SKILLED PERSON

ENG - Mounting instructions

CUPOLA ALU LED
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THIS FLOODLIGHT MUST BE CONNECTED AT A SUITABLE
GROUNDING CHECK ALWAYS THE GROUNDING TO WORK
PROPERLY

1) Disconnect the power before: -effecting the electrical connection - mounting
-replacing the bulb
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2) Place the reflector (fig 13) to the cylinder (fig 14)
3) Insert the two threaded bars protruding from the cylinder (fig.16) through the two holes on

the side of the central hole of the reflector
4) Secure the reflector by applying the two wing nuts (fig 15) to the two threaded bars and

screwing them until the reflector touches completely the cylinder (fig 14)
5) Joint the male/female connector (fig. 17)to connect the LED unit (fig.18) to the power supply
6) Fix the led unit (fig.18) inside the reflector (fig.13) by screwing the two screws (fig.19)

at the metal bars (fig.20). If necessary, guide the screw into the hole by moving it with a
screwdriver.7) Slide the 5 core electric cable through the canopy cable gland ( fig 4 ) until

you reach the desired height
8) Fix the cable clamp ( fig 6 ) to the electric cable as fig 7 .
8) Slide the steel wire ( fig 5 ) through the central hole of the canopy ( fig 2 )
9) Loosen the 2 lateral screws of the brass clamp ( fig 3 ) ,slide the steel wire through it like

in fig 3 until you reach the position of the height determined in point 7 ) and tighten the 2
lateral screws

10) If the steel wire and the electric cable in excess could not be hidden inside the canopy
( fig 2 ) or inside the outlet box ( fig 1 ) fixed in the ceiling, cut the excess part leaving
always at least 6 inches long of electric cable over the cable clamp.

11) The electric cable has 5 coloured cores, connect the electric cable to the electrical network
cables as per following instructions :

- connect white core to N ( Neutral ) - connect black core to L ( Line )
- connect green/yellow to the grounding of the electrical plant for dimming ( 0-10V )
- connect the red core to + ( positive ) - connect orange core to - ( negative )

12) Fix the canopy ( fig 2 ) to the outlet box ( fig 1 ) using the 2 screws supplied with the
outlet box

13) Tighten the lock screw of the canopy cable gland to fix the electric cable, tighten the lock
screw in the middle of the canopy ( fig 2 ) to fix the steel wire ( fig 5 )
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